A Step Above The Rest

All of us are here at SHU for a reason. Some may be different than others but one may discover often times those reasons slowly change. Some students chose Sacred Heart for it’s neighborly relations, others for it’s warm atmosphere, but a major factor to consider is that most students came to SHU for it’s quality education. Whether we receive that academic experience by attending classes, through extra help, role models, by personal experiences or special programs, we leave here with an overwhelming sense of knowledge, strength and power.
Sacred Heart University acts as our own personal stepping stone; a stepping stone which can, in fact, lead to greater, more influential opportunities. Often times though we fail to look back and relish in those moments and special persons who have allowed us to become what we are today; each professor, administrator, staff member or friend we have come in contact with on our own personal journey to self discovery. Each individual has enhanced our lives tremendously, adding to it valuable lessons to which we can learn and grow.
Many professors and administrators do in fact bring learning beyond the classroom experience. Such genuine concern for the students enriches our lives, adding to it another unique relationship. Programs such as the Alumni-mentor, The Honors, and the Junior-Mentor are some of the many ways in which the members of the Sacred Heart community give of their time, selflessly they believe in the students and allow them to leave here with much more than just a college degree. Many times their efforts go without praise; it is our pleasure to recognize them for all that they do.